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Policy ::= “allow” < Req > “ ⇒ ” < UARules > “ ∧ ” < AV Rules > |
“true”
Req ::= “(” < ActUser > “, ” < ActType > “, ” < ObjRoles > “)”
ObjRoles ::= < ObjRole > | < ObjRole > “, ” < ObjRoles >

UARules ::= < UARule > |“(” < UARules > “)”|
< UARules >< Connect >< UARules >

AV Rules ::= < AV Rule > |“(” < AV Rules > “)”|
< AV Rules >< Connect >< AV Rules >

Connect ::= ∨|∧
UARule ::= < ActUser >< oper1 >< PathRule >

AV Rule ::= “|” < PathRule > “|” < oper2 >< Number > |
< PathRule >< oper3 >< PathRule >

PathRule ::= “(” < ObjRole > “, ” < DName > “)”
oper1 ::= “ ∈ ”|“ /∈ ”
oper2 ::= “ = ”|“ �= ”|“ ≥ ”|“ ≤ ”|“ < ”|“ > ”
oper3 ::= “ = ”|“ �= ”|“ ⊆ ”
DName ::= dn1|dn2| . . . |dnn

Number ::= [0 − 9]+
ActUser ::= au

ActType ::= at1|at2| . . . |atm
ObjRole ::= orole1 |orole2 | . . . |orolek

TABLE I

A POLICY SPECIFICATION GRAMMAR PG

a regular expression-based dependency path pattern is mapped in a dependency list. (See the model definition section below.)

A user authorization rule is defined using an acting user, a path rule and an operator and checks (non-)existence of acting user

in the vertices found using the path rule, while an action validation rule is defined using one or two of the path rules and an

operator and either checks (non-)existence or frequency of vertices in the path or compares two sets of vertices found in the

two paths. These three types of rules (one user authorization rule and two action validation rules) are by no means exhaustive

but are sufficient to capture the sample use case scenario presented in this paper. Each user authorization rule is individually

evaluated to a boolean result. The individual results are then combined using disjunction and conjunction as specified. Action

validation rules are similarly individually evaluated and then the results are combined using disjunction and conjunction as

specified.

B. Model Definitions
Based on the core components identified in the previous section, we define a base model for PBAC as follows.

1) AU,A,AT,O and OR are acting users, action instances, action types, objects, and object roles respectively.

2) G,U,G−1
and U−1

are sets of role-specific variations of ‘wasGeneratedBy’ and ‘used’ dependencies and matching sets

of inverse dependencies, respectively.

3) {‘c’, ‘c−1
’} is the set of ‘wasControlledBy’ dependency and its inverse dependency.

4) Base provenance data PDB forms a directed graph and is formally denoted as a triple < VB , EB , DB >:

• VB = AU ∪A∪O, a finite set of acting users, action instances, and objects that have been involved in transactions

in the system and are represented as vertices;

• DB = {‘c’} ∪ U ∪G ∪ {‘c−1
’} ∪ U−1 ∪G−1

, a finite set of base dependency types;

• EB ⊆ {(A×AU × ‘c’) ∪ (A×O×U) ∪ (O×A×G) ∪ (AU ×A× ‘c−1
’) ∪ (O×A×U−1) ∪ (A×O×G−1)},

denoting dependency edges, is the set of existing base dependencies in the provenance data.
4

5) DNO, disjoint from DB , is a finite set of abstracted names for dependencies of objects.

6) Let Σ be an alphabet of terms in DB ∪DNO. The set DPATH of regular expressions is inductively defined as follows:

• ∀p ∈ Σ, p ∈ DPATH; � ∈ DPATH;
• (P1|P2), (P1.P2), P1∗, P1+, P1? ∈ DPATH , where P1 ∈ DPATH and P2 ∈ DPATH .

7) DPATHB ⊆ DPATH , is the set of regular expression using only alphabet of terms in DB .

8) DLO : DNO → DPATH , defines each dn ∈ DNO as a path expression. DLO is also viewed as a list of pairs of

object dependency names and corresponding dependency paths.

9) λO : DNO → DPATHB , maps each dn ∈ DNO to a path expression using only base dependency types db ∈ DB by

repeatedly expanding the definitions of any dni ∈ DNO that occurs in DLO(dn).
10) PE is a language specified in the policy expression grammar PG.

11) P ⊆ PE, is a finite set of policies.

12) γ : AT → P , a mapping of an action type to a policy.

4
Note that only certain kinds of edges can exist (no O to O edge for example) and only certain labels can be applied to certain kinds of edges (A to AU

edge must be labelled ‘c’ for example). By definition each edge is accompanied by its inverse edge to facilitate traversal in forward and backward direction.

If the inverse edges are dropped the graph will be acyclic as in the OPM model.
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Algorithm 1 AccessEvaluation(au, a,O)
1: (Rule Collecting Phase)
2: at ← a’s action type
3: p ← γ(at)
4: RULEUA ← user authorization rules UARule found in p
5: RULEAV ← action validation rules AV Rule found in p
6: (User Authorization Phase)
7: for all rules in RULEUA do
8: Extract the path rule (ObjRole,DName) from rules
9: Determine the object o ∈ O, whose role is ObjRole

10: Extract dependency path expression dpathb in DPATHB from DName using λO function
11: Determine vertices by tracing base provenance data PDB through the paths expressed in dpathb that start from the object o using δO function
12: Determine the truth value by evaluating the result against the rule
13: end for
14: UAuth ← a combined truth value based on conjunctive or disjunctive connectives between rules
15: (Action Validation Phase)
16: for all rules in RULEAV do
17: Extract path rules (ObjRole,DName) from rules
18: for all path rules extracted do
19: Determine the object o ∈ O, whose role is ObjRole
20: Extract dependency path expression dpathb in DPATHB from DName using λO function
21: Determine vertices by tracing base provenance data PDB through the paths expressed in dpathb that start from the object o using δO function
22: end for
23: Determine the truth value by evaluating the results of all the extracted path rules
24: end for
25: AV al ← a combined result based on conjunctive or disjunctive connectives between rules
26: Evaluate a final truth value of UAuth and AV al using conjunctive connective

13) δO : O ×DPATHB → 2VB , a function mapping an object and a base dependency path to vertices in PDB such that
o2 ∈ δ(o1, dpath) iff there exists a path in PDB from o1 to o2 whose edge labels form a string that satisfies the regular
expression dpath.

Definition 2-3 define base dependencies which are the building blocks of base provenance data as defined in definition 4.
In definition 4, these dependencies can be used only between certain kinds of vertices. For example, ‘c’ and ‘c−1’ can be
used to connect an action instance to an acting user and an acting user to an action instance, respectively. The simplicity and
effectiveness in policy specification and access control management are achieved with the utilization of dependency names
and matching dependency paths in dependency list (DLO) as shown in Definition 5-9. Definition 10-12 provide the means
for defining policies and attaching them to action types. Definition 13 defines the δO function necessary for access request
evaluation with respect to the given PDB .

C. Access Evaluation Procedure
The Access Evaluation Procedure is specified in Algorithm 1. In the algorithm, line 2 - 6 shows the rule collecting phase that

identifies all the user authorization rules and action validation rules from the policy applied to the action type of the request.
The user authorization phase (line 7 - 14) and action validation phase (line 16 - 25) differ in that action validation may need
to compute multiple sets of vertices from multiple path rules while user authorization only evaluates one path rule. The user
authorization phase compares the acting user of the request to the vertices found as a result of checking the path rules against
the base provenance data (PDB) and returns a boolean value. An action validation rule evaluates the existence or number of
vertices found by a path rule or compares multiple sets of vertices found by multiple path rules, and then returns a boolean
value. User authorization rules (as well as action validation rules) are connected using conjunctive and disjunctive connectives.
Once the truth values of these two phases is computed, the algorithm evaluates the final truth value using conjunctive connective.

We provide a partial analysis for the complexity of this algorithm. It is trivial that all steps outside the FOR loop from
line 7 - 13 and the nested FOR loops from line 16 - 24 are in PTIME. Since the number of rules and path rules are finite,
all the extraction steps in the two FOR loops except lines 11 and 21 are also in PTIME. Hence the complexity is dominated
by lines 11 and 21. Lines 11 and 21 require a tracing algorithm on the provenance graph. In practice this tracing algorithm
would be embedded in queries that support regular expression-based path patterns. We conjecture that the complexity in some
subsets of practical problem space is achievable in PTIME while in other cases may be NP-complete or worse. While further
investigation is necessary, a detailed complexity analysis is beyond the scope of this paper.

V. A CASE STUDY ON AN ONLINE GRADING SYSTEM

Consider a homework grading example in an online course management system with the following policies:
1) Anyone can upload a homework. 2) A user can replace an old version of a homework with a new version (versioning

control) if the user is the author of the old version and the old version has not been submitted. 3) An author can submit her
homework (origin-based control) if it was not submitted already. 4) A user can review only a submitted homework (workflow
control) if she is neither the author nor one of the existing reviewers of the homework (dynamic separation of duty) and the
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there is only one acting user per action instance.
Unlike OPM, in the provenance data of our model, we

make use of all the matching inverse dependencies of the
dependencies that are captured as a result of transactions.
Using normal dependencies, provenance data can be traced
only backward in time. The inverse dependencies are necessary
for traversing some dependency data since, for example, a
request to modify an object may need some verification
whether its newer version had been viewed or not. This rule
can be verified by traversing the provenance data forward in
time. It may also require changes in direction multiple times
in case, for example, one may want to check whether any of
the related objects and object versions was ever viewed or
accessed by someone.
If allowed, users can declare new dependencies or deny ex-

isting dependencies. While these user-declared dependency
data (PDU ) can be utilized in provenance-based access
control together with base provenance data, the proposed
base model only focuses on base provenance data since user-
declared provenance data are not as critical as base provenance
data and can be better discussed only with a precise under-
standing of a model that utilize base provenance data.
Dependency lists (DL) are constructed as pairs of ab-

stracted dependency names (DN ) and corresponding depen-
dency path expressions (DPATH). Each dn ! DN is paired
with, and defined by, exactly one dpath ! DPATH , where
dpath may use other previously defined dn’s. Recursive or
cyclic definitions are not permitted so each dpath can be
reduced to a regular expression using only base dependency
types by expanding the dn definitions inline. There can be
object dependency lists and acting user dependency lists.
Object dependency lists include dependencies between objects
and other entities in provenance data such as other objects,
acting users (agents in OPM), or action instances. Likewise
acting user dependency lists include dependencies of acting
users. The proposed model consider only object dependency
lists as object dependency is an essential notion of provenance
based access control.3
Policies include a set of rules that need to be evaluated for

granting access. These rules are either for user authorization or
action validation. User authorization rules specify whether
the requester is qualified for the request or not while action
validation rules specify whether the requested action can
be performed against the requested objects. Both types of
rules are specified using dependency names. There is only
one policy per action type.
Access Evaluation function evaluates a request by utilizing

user authorization rules and action validation rules found in
the policy for the type of the requested action and returns a
boolean value. The algorithm for access evaluation is provided
in Algorithm 1.
Policy Retrieval Policies and Policy Retrieval Function

3Note that while acting user dependency information is available in prove-
nance data, it is not likely to be the main information that provenance data
captures. In fact, by definition, provenance is history of objects not acting
users though it also includes user’s activity histories.

Policy ::= “allow” < Req > “ ! ” < UARules > “ " ” < AVRules > |
“true”
Req ::= “(” < ActUser > “, ” < ActType > “, ” < ObjRoles > “)”
ObjRoles ::= < ObjRole > | < ObjRole > “, ” < ObjRoles >
UARules ::= < UARule > |“(” < UARules > “)”|
< UARules >< Connect >< UARules >
AVRules ::= < AV Rule > |“(” < AV Rules > “)”|
< AV Rules >< Connect >< AV Rules >
Connect ::= #|"
UARule ::= < ActUser >< oper1 >< PathRule >
AVRule ::= “|” < PathRule > “|” < oper2 >< Number > |
< PathRule >< oper3 >< PathRule >
PathRule ::= “(” < ObjRole > “, ” < DName > “)”
oper1 ::= “ $ ”|“ /$ ”
oper2 ::= “ = ”|“ %= ”|“ & ”|“ ' ”|“ < ”|“ > ”
oper3 ::= “ = ”|“ %= ”|“ ( ”
DName ::= dn1|dn2| . . . |dnn

Number ::= [0 ) 9]+
ActUser ::= au
ActType ::= at1|at2| . . . |atm
ObjRole ::= orole1 |orole2 | . . . |orolek

TABLE I
A POLICY SPECIFICATION GRAMMAR PG

shown in the Figure 3 are used to discover policies that need
to be used for access evaluation. The proposed base model
assumes policies are given and readily available to the system
hence does not consider policy retrieval function and policies.
They are identified as components for one of the extended
models, and are not further discussed in this paper.

V. THE PBACB MODEL

In this section, we first introduce a policy specification
grammar that can support our base provenance-based access
control (PBACB) model. Then we define the base model and
provide an access evaluation algorithm to show how access
control decision in the proposed model is made.

A. Policy Specifications

In this section we define a policy specification grammar PG
as shown in Table I. Policies for the proposed model consist
of a set of user authorization rules (UARules) and action
validation rules (AVRules). The overall result of both of these
is combined by conjunction. Each rule is defined using path
rules that consist of a starting node and a dependency name to
which a regular expression-based dependency path pattern is
mapped in a dependency list. (See the model definition section
below.) A user authorization rule is defined using an acting
user, a path rule and an operator and checks (non-)existence
of acting user in the vertices found using the path rule, while
an action validation rule is defined using one or two of the
path rules and an operator and either checks (non-)existence
or frequency of vertices in the path or compares two sets of
vertices found in the two paths. These three types of rules
(one user authorization rule and two action validation rules)
are by no means exhaustive but are sufficient to capture the
sample use case scenario presented in this paper. Each user
authorization rule is individually evaluated to a boolean result.
The individual results are then combined using disjunction and
conjunction as specified. Action validation rules are similarly
individually evaluated and then the results are combined using
disjunction and conjunction as specified.
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PAC aims at protecting sensitive provenance from

unauthorized access; PBAC aims at adjudicating ac-

cess requests to any sensitive resources (including sen-

sitive provenance) by using provenance as decision

factors. In both PAC and PBAC, some subgraphs of

a provenance graph should be treated as a whole

to carry application-specific semantics when they are

protected or used to adjudicate access requests.

Currently, no full-fledged access control models for

PAC [10] are presented even though their necessity

has been well discussed in literature [9], [10], [13].

Instead, researchers presented policy languages and

corresponding enforcement architectures for PAC [14],

[15]. These languages are usually results of extending

XACML to incorporate provenance queries inside ac-

cess control policies. For example, Cadenhead et al

argued to specify regular expressions on edges of a

provenance graph inside a XML dialect [14]. Here a

regular expression can dynamically identify sensitive

subgraphs of a provenance graph.

Park et al. proposed a family of PBAC models [11].

Similar to Cadenhead’s policy languages for PAC [14],

Part et al. also adopted regular expressions to dy-

namically group provenance used in specifying PBAC

policies. Furthermore, they introduced the concept of

dependency name to refer to a regular expression

identifying one or more subgraphs of a provenance

graph. Dependency names facilitate efficient specifica-

tion of PBAC policies because they could be defined at

first and then used later in multiple places by different

policy architects. Park et al. defined a PBAC policy

language in a context-free grammar while did not

discuss how to specify PBAC policies in XACML-

compatible languages.

Each dependency name can be applied to a starting

node to query its antecedents and even descendants

in a provenance graph. In both PAC and PBAC,

dependency names can be used to enable a simple

specification of complex queries on a provenance

graph [28]. A query result is a meaningful control

unit in defining provenance-aware policies, either as a

sensitive resource being protected in PAC policies or

as a decision factor being evaluated in PBAC policies.

Note that PAS need to explicitly differentiate user-

declared provenance and system-captured prove-

nance because they have different set of opera-

tions and different security implications. For PAC,

both system-captured provenance and user-declared

provenance could be added and be sensitive resources

to be protected. However, only user-declared prove-

nance can be modified by authorized users using pre-

scribed operations. For PBAC, user-declared prove-

nance is less trustworthy than system-captured one

in terms of adjudicating access requests. Currently

both PAC and PBAC did not take user-declared prove-

nance into account. So we assume a PAS has no

user-declared provenance, This paper only considers

the query operation on immutable system-captured

provenance, which is a common operation in both

PAC and PBAC.

3.2 Alignment of Both PAC and PBAC in ABAC
In real settings, provenance-aware policies and other

generic attribute-based policies usually need to work

together with each other. For example, a user can
see who is the owner of a homework while grading the
homework if and only if his/her position is a professor and
did not review any homework before. From PAC point of

view, provenance “owner of a homework” is the sen-

sitive resource being protected. From PBAC point of

view, provenance “user did not review the homework

before” is used to adjudicate the user’s request. From

ABAC point of view, “his/her position is a professor”

is an attribute-value pair (position=‘professor’), where

“position” is an attribute of a user and its value

should be ‘professor’ for seeing the owner of a home-

work. In that, it is better to specify and enforce both

provenance-aware policies and provenance-unaware

policies in a unified manner.

Fig. 2. The XACML Architecture [3]

Generally, each attribute-based policy can be de-

fined as a set of predicates on attributes of either

subjects, objects, or environments [3], [29], [30]. Figure

2 shows the XACML architecture for ABAC. In Figure

2, an access requester sends a request to resources.

The request is intercepted by Policy Enforcement

Point (PEP) and forwarded to Policy Decision Point

(PDP). PDP then evaluates the request and makes

access decision by evaluating given policies from Pol-

icy Administration Point (PAP) against attributes of

subjects, objects, and environments. These attributes

are partly specified in the access request or partly

queried from Policy Information Point (PIP). PDP will

send the evaluation result to PEP. PEP then grants or

denies the request and triggers the obligation services

when necessary. A context handler is responsible for

forwarding and translating requests and responses in

different representations among components.

From ABAC point of view, a PAC policy is a policy

that has provenance about some data items as the

requested resources and a PBAC policy is a policy
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8.1 Related Work
The proposed access control framework targets
provenance-aware systems emerged during last
decade. Existing literature on provenance was mainly
concerned with the conceptual or functional issues of
PAS, for example what is provenance in databases [6],
[7], [36], why provenance is important for the fu-
ture [37], how to capture provenance and by who [20],
[38], how to efficiently store and query prove-
nance [23], [26], [31], [32], how to communicate prove-
nance across multiple PAS [4], [5], what a provenance-
aware system is and how to build it in an engineer-
ing manner [18]. Accordingly, a series of provenance
managements systems have been built to answer these
questions from different perspectives and to different
extent. Freire et al. surveyed the important concepts
related to provenance management so that potential
users can make informed decisions when selecting or
designing a provenance solution [16].

The most fundamental problem of building a PAS is
to clarify its provenance data model [4], [5], [8], [15].
A provenance data model, such as PROV-DM and
OPM, is usually an application or domain indepen-

dent representation framework which tells the generic
types of elements and causality dependencies among
those elements that can be captured as provenance
of data items. These types are generic enough so that
the resulted provenance graph is inter-operable across
multiple PAS. This paper introduced a so-called typed
provenance model (TPM) on top of the core structure
of PROV-DM to capture application specific semantics
of causality dependencies.

TPM differs from PROV-DM or OPM mainly in two
aspects. On one side, PROV-DM or OPM in its essence
is application independent. A core dependency type
in PROV-DM can only be instantiated into an edge
without application specific semantic in a provenance
graph. In contrast, TPM is application specific. Each
dependency type in a TPM can be instantiated into
an edge in a provenance graph to carry application-
specific semantics of causality dependencies among
elements of application specific types, such as Home-

work and Review in HGS.
On the other side, PROV-DM and OPM also

provides several extension mechanisms to capture
application-specific semantics of provenance. For ex-
ample, PROV-DM and OPM allows to define subtypes
of the most generic types in the core structure as
shown in Figure 1. To some extent, a TPM can be
seen as an extension to PROV-DM or an OPM Profile
for a specific PAS. However, we define a dependency
type in a TPM not only as a subtype of core types
of PROV-DM but also as a composition of available
dependency types in a TPM. We present a language
called TPML for modeling TPM on the top of the core
structure of PROV-DM. In addition, unlike PROV-DM
that mainly shapes the infrastructure of PAS and leads
to complex provenance graph, TPM that captures
application specific provenance abstractions can be
used to drive PAS development, such as to enable the
efficient specification of provenance-aware policies at
the development time.

Secure provenance is critical to verify trustworthi-
ness of data items in a PAS [9], [13]. Provenance
differs from traditional data and meta-data in that it
is immutable and in a form of directed graph [13].
Not only individual nodes and edges but paths with
arbitrary length among nodes in a provenance graph
could be sensitive resources or be used as decision
factors to adjudicate access requests [11], [14]. Tradi-
tional security models and policy languages are not
appropriate for PAS [10], [13]. Correspondingly, the
underlying enforcement framework and policy au-
thoring tools which worked well for traditional access
control policies would not work well in PAS [3], [39].
To this end, researchers have tentatively presented
several access control models [10], [11] as well as
policy languages [14], [15] for either PAC or PBAC.

However, existing enforcement infrastructures for
access control models and policy languages specific to
PAS [11], [14], [15] are either conceptual architectures
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